e e Prevostini Sforzato di Valtellina

5 $80 .-\ balanced, medium- to full- - · IC· and well-spiced, this offers baked
·1 . rron and dried mint flavors, framed
- .:: - -,nm�. Harmonious.Drink now through
.:le. 151 cases imported.-A.N.

Alpi Retiche Crespino 2015 $65

90

Dirupi altellina Superiore Grumello Riserva
2015 $75 A tarry red, round and well-balanced, with

supple tannins, chis offers flavors of crushed cherry and
spicy leather, featuring an overtone of grilled herb set in
the medium-bodied frame.Best from 2020 through 2025.
200 cases made, 80 cases imported.-A.N.

90 Mamete Prevostini Valtellina Superiore
Sommarovina Sassella 2016 $50 A medium-bodied

- .::. m-lxxlied red exudes fragrant notes of
ex nc spice, tarry mineral and graphite,
· plumped cherry. Seamlessly knit and
• :hour. offering a lightly chewy, lasting
.:! . lerlot. Drink now through 2025.
rted.-A.N.

version, light-footed and high-toned, offering a well
spiced mix of candied cherry, tea rose, hot stone and
citrus flavors. Bright and expressive.Drink now through
2023.1,165 cases made, 150 cases imported.-A.N.

riacca Valtellina Superiore

2016 $22 A medium-bodied, lightly chewy red, with

--,_ e'.egant red, with sleek tannins
:" m;cerated raspberry, sandal
: a,·ors. Well-knit, featuring a
iliac echoes mineral and citrus
• rough 2029. 2,000 cases made,

altellina Superiore 2016 $38

A
i um- co full-bodied red, offering miner
- · matched to caraway seed and woodsy
- - :-:n a sa,·ory overtone, layered with sour
.-.ec mm fla,·ors. Best from 2021 through
'e :.::\' cases imported.-A.N.

bbiolo Valtellina Superiore

Thi, medium- to full-bodied red
- �he annins, which are well· - me for flavors of
·iolet and ground
inish. Drink now
· imported.-A.N.

ltellina Superiore

.'\ pure beam of wild
· of blood orange, fra
pper in chis medium
,·ith sleek tannins
ow through 2026.
.--\..\".

iore Sassella

i dned cherry
na almond and
rrorile framed
.-\ hint of dried

riore Valgella

lanced, medium
underscoring the
dried strawberry.
ow through 2024.

.--\. T_

- to full-bodied red,
i crushed mulberry,
· lightly tangy acid
cases made, 100

Valtellina Superiore La

Fr .h and minerally, this
1011 teacures baked fig and
reamy tannins and pretty
ise and cigar box playing
gh2 25.3,000 cases made,

al ellina Ole! 2017 $35 Round and
'

· 1ed red offers a fresh tang of spicy
•· ,weet dried cherry and strawberry
...:.. d.nd smoke show on the finish. Drink
:.:-:.1. 1,100 cases made, 240 cases

89

Luca Faccinelli Valtellina Matteo Bandello

fragrant notes of subtle spice and dried berry, primarily
defined by a streak of stone- and smoke-laced minerality.
Drink now through 2023. 600 cases made, 100 cases
imported.-A.N.

ITALY

Piedmont / Barolo

95 Paolo Scavino Barolo Bric del Fiasc 2015
$105 There is a sweetness here, from ripe plum and cherry

fruit, that offsets the broad swath of tannins. Energetic and
focused, with leather, soy, iron and tobacco accents sup
porting the fruit.Feels balanced, but needs time for all the
elements to integrate. Best from 2023 through 2045.

94 Oddero Barolo Brunate 2015 $125 Ripe
cherry and plum aromas and flavors are shaded by euca
lyptus and tobacco notes in this broad, mouthfilling red.
Suave and solidly built, with dusty tannins lining the fin
ish. Shows fine harmony and length. Best from 2023
through 2042. 150 cases made.-B.S.
94 Oddero Barolo Rocche di Castiglione 2015
$85 This shows some heft, featuring macerated cherry,

plum, earth and menthol flavors, wrapped in a grip of
beefy tannins. Everything is in the right place, with an
essence of sweet fruit on the long finish. Best from 2023
through 2045.220 cases made.-B.S.

94

Paolo Scavino Barolo Carobric 2015 $80

Blood orange and rooibos tea aromas segue to cherry and
strawberry flavors in this dense, sinewy red.Taut and racy,
with plenty of energy driving the long finish.Iron, tar and
tobacco accents round out the flavor spectrum.Best from
2023 through 2045.511 cases made.-B.S.

94 Vietti Barolo Ravera 2015 $175 This red is
full of sweet ripe plum, cherry and tar flavors, accented
by tobacco and underbrush notes. Thick, dusty tannins
coat the gums and put a clamp on the finish for now, but
this shows potential. Best from 2023 through 2045. 642
cases made, 193 cases imported.-B.S.

93 Pio Cesare Barolo Mos
coni 2015 $175 The cherry and

strawberry flavors pick up eucalyp
tus and tar accents as this evolves
on the palate. Lean and muscular,
with vivid acidity and dense tan
nins plying the lingering finish.
Austere now. Best· from 2023
through 2040. 400 cases made, 75
cases imported.-B.S.

93 Giovanni Sordo Barolo Ravera 2015 $75 _.;
mellow version, with a supple texture forming the bac ·
drop for macerated cherry, strawberry, leather, tobacco
and camphor notes. Balanced, offering a solid structure
and fine length. Best from 2022 through 2040. 395 cases
made, 350 cases imported.-B.S.
93

G.D. Vajra Barolo Coste di Rose 2015 $70

This red exhibits purity to the rose, strawberry, cherry and
graphite aromas and flavors. Sleek and elegant, with firm
structure and a white pepper-accented finish. Best from
2023 through 2042.-B.S.

93 G.D. Vajra Barolo Ravera 2015 $75 Intense
aromas of freshly cut hay, menthol and sweet fruit reduc
tion mark this taut, energetic red.Cherry and berry notes
form the core, while tar and tobacco accents ply the long,
tannic finish. Best from 2023 through 2043. 350 cases
made.-B.S.
92 Terre del Barolo Barolo Ravera Arnaldo
Rivera 2015 $45 This red shows a wild side, from

thyme and earthy sage notes to juniper and tobacco hints.
Savory and dense, with beefy, astringent tannins on the
finish that will need time to tame.Best from 2023 through
2035. 470 cases made, 50 cases imported.-B.S.

91 Luigi Einaudi Barolo Terlo Vigna Costa
Grimaldi 2015 $99 An austere version, offering cherry

and currant fruit, accented by earth, tobacco and menthol
notes. Not that expressive now, with assertive, resonant
tannins lining the finish. Best from 2023 through 2043.
725 cases made, 350 cases imported.-B.S.

91 Marcarini Barolo Brunate 2015 $70 Subtle
aromas and flavors of strawberry, cherry, rose and spice
mark this elegant red.Fluid and firmly structured, just tip
ping toward the dry side on the tannic finish. Succulent.
Best from 2022 through 2033.2,000 cases made, 900 cases
imported.-B. S.

ITALY

Piedmont / Other Red

94 Marco & Vittorio Adriano Barbaresco Basa
rin 2016 $35 See Highly Recommended, page 77.
94 Oddero Barbaresco Gallina2016 $56 White

pepper, raspberry, cherry, rose, tar and leather notes con
verge in this elegant yet firm red. Vibrant and intense,
with a base of tannins shoring up the lasting finish.
Details of sweet fruit and mushroom linger at the end.
Best from 2022 through 2040. 700 cases made.-B.S.

92 Marco & Vittorio Adriano Barbaresco Sana
daive 2016 $30 Ripe and juicy, offering cherry, straw

berry, rose hip tea, licorice and tar flavors. Firms up, but
the tannins are well-coated with flesh.Shows fine balance
and length. Best from 2021 through 2033. 1,200 cases
made, 200 cases imported.-B.S.

92

Michele Chiarlo Nizza Cipressi 2017 $30

Rich and ripe, featuring a mouthful of black cherry, black
berry, pomegranate and spice flavors. Dense, yet remains
balanced, with bright acidity and firm tannins for support.
Shows terrific purity and length.Drink now through 2025.
5,000 cases made, 300 cases imported.-B.S.
PIO BOFFA&
FEDERICA BOFFA
Owners

93 Damilano BaroloCerequio2015 $110 Packed
with cherry and strawberry flavors, this red is supple and
juicy, with a spine of serious tannins.Leather and tar notes
augment the fruit, while iron and tobacco elements weigh
in on the long finish. Best from 2023 through 2042.225
cases made, 100 cases imported.-B.S.

93 Oddero Barolo Villero 2015 $85 Elegant,
featuring strawberry, cherry, rose and white pepper flavors.
Firm and well-defined, with ample fruit lining the long fin
ish. Best from 2023 through 2042.750 cases made.-B.S.

92

Dante Rivetti Barbaresco Bricco di Neive
Riserva 2009 $85 Features licorice, fading cherry,

saline and leafy flavors, underscored by big tannins.This
is more savory than fruity, slightly dry, with fine length.
Drink now through 2024. 1,200 .cases made, 275 cases
imported.-B.S.

92

Vietti Barbaresco Masseria 2015 $105

Energetic, displaying rich cherry, plum, menthol and tar
aromas and flavors.This is dense and feels like it's closing
down, but the lasting impression is of sweet fruit. Offers
a long, succulent finish. Best from 2022 through 2040.
401 cases made, 123 cases imported.-B.S.

New Releases: Italy

9 2 Vietti Barbera d'Asti La Crena 2017 $45 A
rire, concentrated version, this offers saturated flavors of
clackberry, black cherry and plum, with hints of choco
·are and spice. Vibrant and juicy, offsetting the firm struc�e. Drink now through 2025. 1,083 cases made, 200
.:: ·- 1mported.-B.S.
91

Cascina Adelaide Nebbiolo Langhe 2016

SJS Macerated cherry, plum, licorice and Asian five

<;,ce powder flavors are the hallmarks of this ripe, succu
ent red. Well-structured, with ample ripe fruit and a
ngering aftertaste. Drink now through 2025. 380 cases
. de, 250 cases imported.-B.S.

91

Oddero Barbera d'Alba
Superiore 2016 $20 A reso

:-:am red, with black cherry, al
. nd and tobacco fla\'ors that are
-"�ant and \,·ell-defined. Firm and
cam, showing persistence and a
- a';"· feel on the finish. Drink
.
· • ugh 2024. 1,250 cases MARIACRISTINA
ODDERO

-- s

Owner

91

Vietti Barbera d'Alba Scarrone Vigna
ecchia 2017 $85 Ripe, velvety and dense, with black

_i,erry, blackberry and graphite flavors. Balanced and long,
c·hoing the fruit, showing a spice hint on the finish. Drink
.-· through 2024. 358 cases made, 90 cases imported.-B .S.

90

Cascina Adelaide Barbera d'Alba Superiore
Amabilin 2016 $45 An earthy streak runs through

his juicy red, with a firm structure. Plum and fruitcake
1a\·ors form the core. An iron note emerges on the finish.
Drink now. 200 cases made, 150 cases imported.-B.S.

90

Cascina Chicco Nebbiolo Langhe 2017 $2J

See Smart Buys, page 79.

90

Pio Cesare Barbera d'Alba Fides Vigna
Mosconi 2017 $49 This red is ripe and powerful, with

black cherry, earth and tobacco notes allied to a dense
structure. The tannins are assertive, yet all the elements
come together on the long finish. Drink now through
2024. 500 cases made, 219 cases imported.-B.S.

90

Ellena Giuseppe Barbera d'Alba 2016 $17

A harmonious red, with plum, black cherry and fruitcake
flavors that have mellowed, burnished to a nice glow. Firm
and linear in profile, showing focus and an iron-tinged
finish. Drink now through 2023. 400 cases made, 150 cases
imported.-B.S.

90

Vite Colte Barbera d'Asti Superiore La Luna

e I Falo 2016 $29 A sleek, compact red, evoking
blackberry, black cherry, chocolate and rose hip flavors.
This is backed by serious tannins but relaxes on the long
aftertaste. Drink now through 2024. 15,000 cases made,
2,500 cases imported.-B.S.

89

Bersano Nizza Generala Riserva 2015 $JS

This still tastes youthful, with blackberry and black cherry
fruit fused to dense, lively tannins. The finish is compact
and a bit pinched now. Drink now through 2028. 4,000
cases made, 500 cases imported.-B.S.

89

Conterno Fantino Barbera d'Alba Vignota
2017 $31 Bright and compact, with blackberry, boy

senberry and spice flavors allied to a slim profile. Heady,
featuring an expansive finish that shows some heat.
Drink now through 2023. 2,400 cases made, 250 cases
imported.-B.S.

89

Giuseppe Nada Nebbiolo Langhe 2017 $26

Pure, supple in texture and expressive, this red displays
cherry, raspberry, eucalyptus and white pepper flavors,
turning lean and taut on the finish. Drink now through
2024. 667 cases made, 375 cases imported.-B.S.

88

Oddero Nebbiolo Langhe 2

88

Prunotto Barbera d'Asti Fi

and chunky in style, with dense tar., .:-- •
ity shoring up the cherry, strawbem·. e flavors. Rigid on the finish, where ·
Best from 2020 through 2024. 1.2 ·
Blackberry and black currant fru1 _ ·- and leather accents in this firm. ltc:r-·
rustic in style, yet should march \,e'.
mato sauce. Drink now. l ,30C ca,

87 Paitin Nebbiolo Langhe Sta

fresh, cherry-scented red, this 1s de�
graphite and tar flavors augmen ;__;
plays out on the dusty finish. Dr '.•
1,250 cases made.-B. S.

87 Pico Maccario Barbera d'

2018 $19

A fluid red, this e:,; � ·- tobacco flavors. Though ligh -we1c:' • also ripe and heady on the i111,h. _ - •
made, 8,000 cases imported.- _

87 Rivetto Nebbiolo Lang e

and plum fruit is accented h· 1,..- underbrush notes in this dn·. t :
equilibrium on the finish.. ·e:-:.
from 2020 through 2025. 2. l�' .::
imported.-B.S.

- -

87

Giovanni Rocca Barbe a
Pianromualdo 2017 $20 :\ -

a velvety texture that ell\·eloi:-- -· e blueberry fruit. Hints of mme ;
finish, with dusty tannins. Orm·
350 cases imported.-8.S.
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